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Abstract

We discuss the implications of recently discovered strange tribaryons in4He(stopped-K−,p) S0(3115) and4He(stopped-
K−, n) S1(3140) within the framework of deeply bound̄K states formed on shrunk nuclear cores. S1(3140) corresponds t
T = 0 ppnK−, whereas S0(3115) toT = 1 pnnK−, which is an isobaric analog state ofpppK−, predicted previously. The
observed binding energies can be accounted for by including the relativistic effect and by invoking a medium-enhanK̄N

interaction by 15%. We propose various experimental methods to further study these and related bound systems.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.
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1. Introduction

In a series of publications in recent years[1–6],
we have predicted deeply bound narrow̄K nuclear
states based on barēKN interactions, which were de
rived from empirical data (̄KN scattering and kaoni
hydrogen) together with the ansatz thatΛ1405 is a
bound state ofK̄N . The presence of such hither
unknown kaonic nuclear states results from a very
tractive K̄N interaction in theI = 0 channel, which
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persists to be strong for discrete bound states o
nite nuclei, and causes not only a strong bind
of K− in proton-rich nuclei, but also an enormo
shrinkage ofK̄-bound nuclei despite the hard n
clear incompressibility. Thus, āK produces a boun
state with aK̄-mediated “condensed nucleus”, whi
does not exist by itself. For example,ppK− with
a total binding energy of−EK = 48 MeV, ppnK−
with −EK = 118 MeV, andpppK− with −EK =
97 MeV. The calculated rms distances in theppnK−
system are:RN–N = 1.50 fm andRK̄–N = 1.19 fm,
whereasRK̄–N = 1.31 fm inΛ1405. TheNN distance
in ppnK− is substantially smaller than the norm
inter-nucleon distance (∼ 2.2 fm), and the average nu
cleon density,ρave = 3.1 × ρ , is much larger than
N 0
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the normal density,ρ0 ∼ 0.17 fm−3. An observation of
such a deeply bound state would not only confirm
underlying physics framework, but would also provi
profound information on an in-medium modificatio
of the K̄N interaction, nuclear compressibility, chir
symmetry restoration, kaon condensation regime
possible transition to a quark–gluon phase. Here,
predicted values for the separation energies and wi
will serve as bench marks to examine the above p
lems.

An experimental search for theppnK− in the
4He(stopped-K−, n) reaction[1] was carried out by
experimental group E471 of Iwasaki et al. at KE
The first evidence was found in the proton-emiss
channel[7],

(1)4He(stopped-K−,p)[N ′NNK̄]Q=0
T =1: S0(3115),

where a distinct narrow peak appeared at a mas
M = 3117± 5 MeV/c2 with a total binding energy
(separation energy ofK−) of SK = −EK ≡ −(M −
Mp − 2Mn − MK−)c2 = 194± 5 MeV and a width
of less than 25 MeV. This state, populated in react
(1), has a unique isospin,(T ,T3) = (1,−1). It was an
unexpected discovery, since theT = 1 bound state o
K− on a triton ((ppn)T =1/2) had been predicted to b
shallow and broad[1]. On the other hand, an exot
T = 1 pppK− state withSK = 97 MeV had been pre
viously predicted[2,5], and the observed S0(3115) can
be identified as its isobaric analog state.

An indication of another species was observed
the neutron-emission channel[8],

(2)4He(stopped-K−, n)[N ′NNK̄]Q=1
T =0: S1(3140),

in which a peak corresponding to a total mass ofM =
3141±6 MeV/c2 with a total binding energy ofSK +
BE(3He) = −EK ≡ −(M −2Mp −Mn −MK−)c2 =
169± 6 MeV and a width less than 25 MeV was r
vealed. This can be identified as the originally p
dictedT = 0 ppnK−. Surprisingly, the observed tot
binding energies of both S0(3115) and S1(3140) (194
and 169 MeV, respectively) are much larger than
predicted ones (97 and 118 MeV, respectively). F
thermore, the formerT = 1 state lies below the latte
T = 0 state, contrary to a naive expectation.

In the present Letter we show that these surpris
observations can be understood within the framew
of deeply boundK̄ nuclei.
2. Spin–isospin structure of strange tribaryons

Let us first discuss what kinds of states are expe
to be low lying in the strange tribaryon system. T
nomenclature we adopt,[N ′NNK̄]Q(T,T3)

, with Q be-
ing a charge and(T ,T3) a total isospin and its 3r
component, persists no matter whether the constit
K̄ keeps its identity or not. We also use a conventio
charge-state configuration, such asppnK−, for rep-
resenting an isospin configuration without any loss
generality. The first two nucleons occupy the grou
orbital (0s), whereas the third nucleon (N ′) in the case
of TN ′NN = 3/2 has to occupy an excited orbital (th
lowest one is 0p3/2). An overall view of the tribaryon
system together with the experimental information
presented inFig. 1.

Intuitively speaking, the level ordering depends
the number of strongly attractiveI = 0 K̄N pairs in
each state. Thus, it is instructive to count the projec
number of pairs in theK̄-nucleus interaction in eac
state. The originally predictedT = 0 state (ppnK−)
has partial isospins ofTNN = 1 andTN ′NN = 1/2 and
spin and parity (including that of̄K) of Jπ = 1/2−, in
which the attractive interaction is represented by

Fig. 1. Spin–isospin structure of the strange tribaryon sys

[(NNN)K̄]Q
(T,T3)

. The previously calculated nucleon-density co

tours and energy levels withEK values are shown on top
The observed S0(3115) and S1(3140) are identified as th
(T ,T3) = (1,−1) andT = 0 states, respectively.
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(3)V
(T =0)

N ′NN–K̄
= 3

2
vI=0.

In this case, the bound “nucleus” is a shru
(ppn)T =1/2. For T = 1, on the other hand, there a
four possible configurations, and the most favo
state is a linear combination of two configurations w
TK̄N ′ = 1,TNN = 1,TN ′NN = 3/2 and withTK̄N ′ = 0,
TNN = 1, TN ′NN = 1/2, in which the attractive inter
action is represented by

(4)V
(T =1)

N ′NN–K̄
= 2

3
vI=0′ + 4

3
vI=0.

In the case thatvI=0′ ∼ vI=0, the attractive interac
tion for theT = 1 state amounts to∼ 2vI=0, which is
larger than that for theT = 0 state. This is a key to un
derstanding the level ordering of theT = 1 andT = 0
states; in the former, the strongerK̄-core interaction
tends to compensate for the large internal energ
theTN ′NN = 3/2 core.

The predictedpppK− state corresponds to th
lowestT = 1 state. The “core nucleus” that is bou
by K− is not at all like a triton ([pnn]T =1/2), but
is close to a non-existingppp. Fig. 1 shows an
overview of the lowestT = 1 (isospin triplet) and
T = 0 states, together with the originally predicted e
ergy levels and density distributions of[ppnK−]T =0
and [pppK−]T =1 (upper part) and the observed e
ergy levels in this framework (lower part). Now th
[NNNK̄]Q=0

(T ,T3)=(1,−1) has been observed as S0(3115),

another isospin partner SQ=1
(T ,T3)=(1,0) should also exist

and is expected to appear in a spectrum of4He(stop-
ped-K−, n) with a marginal strength[8].

It should be noted that the larger number of the
tractive K̄NI=0 pairs in theT = 1 state may caus
a lowering of theT = 1 state, even below theT = 0
state, although the third nucleon in theT = 1 state
should be flipped up to the excited orbital (0p3/2). In
the following we discuss this possibility by address
the following questions: (1) the nuclear compressi
(2) the relativistic effect, (3) the spin–orbit interactio
and (4) the possibility of a medium modification of t
bareK̄N interactions.

3. Relativistic effect onK̄ binding

The calculations so far made were based on a n
relativistic (NR) treatment of many-body systems. F
very deeply bound̄K , however, relativistic correction
are indispensable. In this respect it is important
recognize that theK̄ bound system is a very pec
liar one in which theK̄ is bound by a non-existin
fictitious nucleus, namely, ashrunk nuclear core with
a large internal energy (compression energy,�Ecore).
Thus, to avoid confusion, it is convenient to divide t
total K̄ potential (“separating” potential) into the co
part and aK̄-core “binding” potential as:

(5)UK(r) = �Ecore(r) + UK̄-core(r).

We distinguish between the separation energy oK̄

(SK ) and theK̄ binding energy (BK ≡ −EK̄-core):

(6)−SK = 〈�Ecore〉 + EK̄-core,

where 〈�Ecore〉 is an expectation value of the co
compression energy with respect tōK distribution.
The calculated shrunk-core energy (�Ecore(r)), K̄-
core potentials (UK̄-core(r)) andK̄-core binding ener
gies (−EK̄-core) in theT = 0 state are shown inFig. 3.

The relativistic effect can be taken into accou
by using a linearized Klein–Gordon (KG) equati
for K̄ ,

(7)

{
− h̄2

2mK

∇2 + UK̄-core

}
|Φ〉 =

(
εKG + ε2

KG

2mKc2

)
|Φ〉,

whereεKG (≡ EK̄-core) is the energy ofK̄ without its
rest-mass energy, andmK the rest mass of̄K . The op-
tical potential,UK̄-core, is given on the assumption th
K̄ is in a scalar mean-fieldprovided by the shrunk nu-
clear core. When we make a transformation of the K
energy as

(8)

(
εKG + ε2

KG

2mKc2

)
→ εS.

Eq. (7) becomes equivalent to a Schrödinger-ty
equation with an energy solution ofεS. Thus, the
KG energy can be estimated from a Schrödinger
lution, which we obtain in the NR calculation, b
using

(9)εKG = mKc2
(√

1+ 2εS

mKc2
− 1

)
.

This “exact” relation means that, when the Schröd
ger energy(εS) drops down to−mKc2/2, the relativis-
tic energy becomes−m c2, namely, the total mas
K
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becomes 0 (“kaon condensation” regime), as show
Fig. 2.

In this “mapping” treatment, we also made cons
tent corrections on the threshold energies ofΛ+π and

Fig. 2. Relation between the Schrödinger energy(εS) and the KG
energy(εKG). �εRC ≡ εKG − εS is the relativistic correction.

Fig. 3. CalculatedK̄-core potentials,UK̄-core(r), for the T = 0
ppnK− state in three cases: without shrinkage, with shrinkage w
the original bareK̄N interaction and with an enhanced bareK̄N

interaction by 15%. The relativistic effects on thēK-core binding
energies (EK̄-core) are indicated by arrows. Also shown is the n
clear core energy,�Ecore(r), with an average value (〈�Ecore〉).
Σ +π and the complex energy ofΛ1405, and obtained
re-fittedK̄N interaction parameters. It is to be not
that, since the internal energy of the shrunk nucleu
so large, theUK̄-core for the KG equation is very deep
Thus, the relativistic treatment gives a substantial n
ative correction to the energyEK̄-core.

Let us consider the case of[NNNK̄]T =0. The
original NR total binding energy,EK = −118 MeV,
was readjusted to−111 MeV after taking into ac
count the relativistic effect on thēKN binding in
Λ1405. The nuclear core energy from the core shrin
age is 〈�Ecore〉 ≈ 50 MeV. Thus, we obtainV0 =
−570 MeV,W0 = 18 MeV andaK = 0.923 fm in the
expression for thēK-core potential as

(10)UK̄-core(r) = (V0 + i W0)exp

[
−

(
r

aK

)2]
.

In this case, the relativistic correction is−23 MeV,
yielding EK = −134 MeV. The total binding energ
is still smaller by 35 MeV than the experimental valu
169 MeV.

Next, we consider the case of[NNNK̄]T =1. This
state has a larger〈�Ecore〉 than theT = 0 state, be-
cause the energy to excite one nucleon from the
shell to the 0p is estimated to be 50 MeV. Thus, st
ing from the NR result, we obtain a deeperK̄-core
potential,V0 = −652 MeV andW0 = −12 MeV, and
the K̄ binding energy is subject to a large relativis
correction,�εRC = −46 MeV.

Roughly speaking, the relativistic effect accou
for about half of the discrepancies inSK . It is to be
noted that this large correction is a consequenc
a shrinkage of the nuclear core. Namely, the la
〈�Ecore〉 (compression energy), which translates in
a larger negativēK potential (UK̄-core), causes a large
relativistic correction. However, the resulting to
binding energy (143 MeV) is still smaller than the o
served one (194 MeV).

4. Spin–orbit splitting

In the T = 1 state the third nucleon occupies
0p3/2 orbital and behaves like a compact satellite h
[5], as shown inFig. 1. In our previous prediction we
neglected the spin–orbit splitting between 0p3/2 and
0p1/2. Here, we note that the one-body spin–orbit
teractions may give a large contribution for a shru
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Fig. 4. Spin–orbit energy,�E(Jπ = 3/2+), in pppK−
(Jπ = 3/2+, T = 1) from theNN–LS contribution as a function
of Rrms, the root-mean-square radius of the nuclear system.

nucleus, because it depends on the gradient of
nuclear surface. To estimate the effect of the o
body spin–orbit interaction, we used the well know
Thomas-typel · s potential,

(11)Vls(r) = −(	l	s) h̄2

2M

2

r

d

dr
ln

[
1+ Unucl(r)

2Mc2

]
,

and found that�E(Jπ = 3/2+) 
 −5 MeV and
�E(Jπ = 1/2+) 
 10 MeV in the case of a shrun
0p orbital.

A further contribution is expected from the nucleo
nucleon two-body spin–orbit interaction (NN–LS in-
teraction), because it is known to be attractive eno
to cause the3P2 pairing in dense neutron matter[9].
We calculated the expectation value of the sum
the NN–LS interaction among the nucleons. He
we used the effectiveLS interaction derived from
the Tamagaki potential (OPEG) with theg-matrix
method, similarly to our previous studies[1,3–5].
Fig. 4shows the behavior of theNN–LS contribution
in the pppK− when the rms radius (Rrms) is varied.
The contribution of theNN–LS interaction increase
rapidly as the system becomes small. The magnit
of �E(Jπ = 3/2+) is found to increase to∼ 15 MeV
in the shrunk system, whereas it is only∼ 1 MeV in
the normal-size nuclei.

Thus, the spin–orbit interactions of both kin
make theT = 1 energy even lower. It is important t
find a spin–orbit partner,Jπ = 1/2+, which will give
an experimental value of the spin–orbit splitting
such a dense nuclear system. From this one can o
information about the size of the shrunkT = 1 state.
According to our calculation, the spin–orbit splittin
energy isE(1/2+) − E(3/2+) = −3�E(3/2+) ∼
60 MeV.

5. Medium-modified K̄N interaction

There are still large discrepancies inSK between
theory and observation, even after a relativistic corr
tion. They can now be ascribed to a medium-modifi
bareK̄N interaction that may occur in such a den
nuclear medium. In the present case, the average
cleon density,〈ρ(r)〉 ∼ 3×ρ0, approaches the nucleo
compaction limit (ρc ∼ 2.7ρ0), where a chiral sym
metry restoration may occur. Similar to the case of
observed pionic bound states[10,11], the K̄N inter-
action is related to the order parameter of the qu
condensate and is expected to be enhanced as c
symmetry is restored. Thus, we tuned the bareK̄N

strength by a small factor, and recalculated the t
binding energies to find the most suitable enhancem
parameter. Since this modification causes a chang
the relativistic correction, we iterated all of these c
rections consistently. The following enhancement w
found to account for both S0(3115) and S1(3140) si-
multaneously:

(12)
K̄N

K̄Nbare
∼ 1.15.

The final results after this tuning are also presente
Fig. 3. TheK̄-core potential strength,UK̄-core, is now
−618− i 11 MeV with aK = 0.920 fm for theT = 0
state.

Using the enhanced̄KN interaction strength an
also taking into account the relativistic effect, we
calculated the binding energy and width of the m
basicK̄ nuclear system,ppK−. The results areM =
2284 MeV/c2 (SK = 86 MeV) andΓ = 58 MeV, in
contrast to the original non-relativistic values,M =
2322 MeV/c2 (SK = 48 MeV) and Γ = 61 MeV.
It is important to find this state (or equivalent
(pn)T =1K

−) experimentally so as to establish a so
starting gauge for more complex̄K bound systems.

6. Energy difference among the isotriplet states

Although the observedT = 0 andT = 1 states sup
port the theoretical expectation for nuclear shrinka
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Table 1
Calculated energy differences (in MeV) in the(T ,T3) = (1,±1)

states ofNNNK̄ . EC: Coulomb energy;�Emass: mass difference
of the constituent particles;�Esum: total energy difference

(T ,T3) (1,1) (1,−1)

Q 2 0
Charge 70%pppK− 31%pnnK−
States 30%ppnK̄0 69%nnnK̄0

EC(total) −0.6 −0.7
EC(NN) 3.7 0
EC(K̄N) −4.3 −0.7

�Emass −2.4 2.4
�Esum −3.5 1.7

a direct experimental verification, if possible, wou
be vitally important. We examine the energy diffe
ence of the isobaric analog states of the isotrip
which is related to the strong-interaction mass te
and the Coulomb displacement energy as

(13)�Esum(T3) = �Emass(T3) + EC(T3).

The results of calculation are summarized inTable 1.
The charge-state configuration for each isospin sta
also shown.

First, we calculated the Coulomb energy,EC(T3),
for each particle pair using the total wavefunctio
The Coulomb energies of theNN and K̄N pairs
are 0 and−0.7 MeV, respectively, for theT3 = −1
state, whereas they increase in magnitude to
and −4.3 MeV, respectively, in theT3 = 1 state,
which are, however, nearly cancelled by each ot
Thus, the total Coulomb energies for the two isos
states remain nearly zero. On the other hand, a n
estimate of the Coulomb energy assuming a u
formly charged sphere for a fictitiouspppK− would
give EC(T3 = 1) − EC(T3 = −1) ∼ (3/5)Q2e2/R ∼
2.1 MeV, if one takesRrms = 1.61 fm, the ordinary
nuclear radius forA = 3.

The total energy differences,�Esum(T3), are shown
in the table. As a reference, a naive estimate of�Emass
as the deviation of the sum of the constituent part
masses (p,n, K̄0 and K−) from the central value is
also shown.

The case of the condensedT = 1 NNNK̄ can be
distinguished experimentally from the case of a c
ventional system with the ordinary density, if the tw
(or three) isobaric analog states are produced and i
tified. In the next section we propose some experim
tal methods.
Fig. 5. Population mechanism of the[N ′NNK̄]T =1 through the
Λ1405 doorway in4He(stopped-K−, x).

7. Role ofΛ1405 in the S0 population

In the 4He(stopped-K−,p) reaction with Auger-
proton emission, the three nucleons in the target4He
are expected to remain in the 0s orbital. Then, why
theT = 1 state with a shrunk core ofT = 3/2 be pop-
ulated? The key to understand this process is the
of Λ1405 (≡ Λ∗) as a doorway; the formation ofΛ∗
in theK− absorption at rest by4He is known to occur
with a substantial branching ratio[12]. This doorway
state can lead to core excited̄K states:

(14)K− + “p” → Λ∗,
(15)Λ∗ + “pnn” → [(pnn)T =3/2K

−]T =1 + p,

(16)→ [(ppn)T =3/2K
−]T =1 + n,

where the proton fromΛ∗ = pK− falls onto the 0p
orbital, as shown inFig. 5. Likewise, the doorwayΛ∗
leads to many other̄K bound states, such asΛ∗p →
ppK−, as emphasized in[2,13].

8. Future experiments

A direct reaction to producepppK− via 3He(K−,
π−) and3He(π+, K+) was proposed in[2]. Spectral
functions (“effective nucleon numbers”) in the mis
ing mass, as shown inFig. 6, were calculated base
on the Λ doorway model. The spectrum show
1405
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Fig. 6. Spectra (Neff) of (π+,K+) reactions atpπ = 1.5 GeV/c on
d and3He as functions ofEK −[M(A−1)+M(Λ1405)]c2, calcu-
lated based on theΛ∗ doorway model. Not only theJπ = 3/2+
state, but also its spin–orbit partner (1/2+) with a splitting
of 60 MeV are incorporated.

the spin–orbit pair (Jπ = 3/2+ and 1/2+) states with
a calculated splitting of 60 MeV. Such a pair, if o
served, will give important information on the size
the system.

Another way to producepppK− is to use a cascad
reaction in a light target (say,4He), such as

(17)p + “n” → Λ∗ + K0 + p,

(18)Λ∗ + “ppn” → pppK− + n.

In the second process, the energetic “doorway pa
cle”, Λ1405, produced by an incident proton of su
ficiently large kinetic energy, knocks on one of t
remaining nucleons and/or hits the remaining nucl
to form a kaonic bound system (“K̄-transfer” reac-
tions).Λ∗ compound processes induced by(K−,π−)

and(π+,K+) may also produce kaonic systems. R
cently, it has been pointed out that a fireball in hea
ion collisions can be a source for kaonic systems[6].
In all of these reactions one can identify aK̄ cluster by
invariant-mass spectroscopy following its decay, s
as

(19)pppK− → p + p + Λ.

Once aK̄ cluster is identified in a missing-ma
spectrum, the momentum correlation of its decay p
ticles can be used to determine the size of the syst
9. Concluding remarks

In the present Letter we have shown that the
served strange tribaryons, S0(3115) and S1(3140), can
be understood as the(T ,T3) = (1,−1) and T = 0
N ′NNK̄ bound states with shrunk nuclear cores
T = 3/2, J = 3/2 and T = 1/2, J = 1/2, respec-
tively. The fact that S0(3115) lies below S1(3140)
strongly supports the prediction that the three nucle
are in a “non-existing nucleus”(N ′NN)T =3/2,J=3/2
with which the attractiveI = 0 K̄N attraction is max-
imal. The spin–orbit splitting, enhanced in a co
densed nucleus, helps to further lower theT = 1 state.
The observed binding energies, which are subs
tially larger than the predicted non-relativistic valu
are partially accounted for by the relativistic effect
theK̄ and partially by invoking an enhanced bareK̄N

interaction. The enhancement may indicate a pa
restoration of chiral symmetry and/or a transition t
11-quark–gluon phase. The observed deepK̄ binding
indicates that the system is approaching the kaon
densation regime[14,15].

These discoveries have demonstrated that na
deeply bound states of̄K exist, as we have predicte
in contrast to the prevailing belief and claim for a sh
low K̄ potential[16,17], which was obtained by inap
propriately applying Lutz’s procedure[18] to deeply
bound discrete states, where theK̄ self-mass should
be introduced not only in the intermediate energies
also in the starting energy of theg-matrix equation
(a natural extension of the Bethe–Goldstone link
cluster expansion).

Note added in proof

We have noticed two theoretical papers conce
ing the strange tribaryon systems. One is based
9-quark model by Maezawa, Hatsuda and Sasaki[19].
Another paper by Wycech and Green[20] emphasizes
the coupling ofΣ(1385).
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